For both artistic reasons and on principle, we absolutely cannot permit the cinematic reproduction of the subject of Il Guarany.
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-Casa Ricordi, August 19, 1910 By now the film industry has achieved such a degree of perfection in combining action and music in marvelous synchrony that today some reproductions of operas can be considered true and complete artistic spectacles.
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-Casa Ricordi, April 11, 1914 As early as the first decade of the twentieth century, film companies were expressing interest in adapting operas to the screen. At first, Casa Ricordi-the foremost Italian music publisher of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries-did not look favorably on such endeavors. However, in the space of just a few years, Ricordi went from espousing a "principled" refusal of any requests to adapt their operatic repertoire to enthusiastically praising the astonishing synchronization that such cinematic adaptations could achieve. This seemingly abrupt policy reversal was partly the result of a change in managerial regime: Tito Ricordi had taken charge of the firm in 1911.
3 Under his direction the music publisher embarked on a number of partnerships with film companies, marking the first times that the Ricordi company began investing its own expertise, repertoire, and reputation in joint endeavors with the film industry. In contrast to his predecessor Giulio Ricordi, who was skeptical about the nature of cinema's impact on the opera industry, Tito Ricordi saw great financial and artistic potential in the prospect of adapting operas to the screen. The first years of his direction at the publishing company were marked by a range of projects with film companies, through which he sought to develop an effective approach for dealing with the film industry while also exploring the different forms that opera on film might take. These ventures were highly innovative. At that time, there was no set pattern for how an opera should be represented in a film or adapted to the screen. Tito Ricordi referred to the company's partnerships with the film industry as "a combination made for experiment," and these experiments would help lay the groundwork for interactions between the opera and cinema in the future. 4 However, Casa Ricordi's cinematic collaborations and their material products are virtually unknown in musicological scholarship, despite widespread scholarly interest in the intersection of opera and cinema more broadly. Investigating Casa Ricordi's experiments sheds light on the degree of productive interaction between the Italian opera and film industries during the early twentieth century, and on the valuable exchange that occurred between the two art forms. As such, my discovery and interpretation of these historic trans-industrial collaborations expose the impact that the burgeoning film industry had on the opera industry as well as the role that music publishers played in the world of cinema during the early portion of the silent era.
Revealing new insights into some of the earliest operatic encounters with cinema, my material and institutional history both engages with the growing discourse on opera and media technologies and reframes current historiographical constructions of their relationship. In musicological circles, opera scholars in particular have been among those recently turning their attention to issues of media and remediation-for example, the circulation of opera via DVD, HD broadcasts, and internet streaming on mobile devices. 5 Driving questions behind such scholarship often relate to the compatibility between opera-rooted as it is in live performance-and media-dependent on technological reproduction. Yet these questions are typically applied back no further than the 1960s-that is, to the emergence of television opera and then to the later availability of the videocassette. Pushing this line of inquiry further back in time, I have unearthed a lost history surrounding opera's remediation by silent cinema, one of the key emerging media technologies at the turn of the twentieth century. In spite of the relative scarcity and ephemerality of primary source materials, which have undoubtedly impeded research, interest in the early relationship between opera and silent cinema has grown in recent years. To date, scholarly investigations into the intersection between opera and silent cinema have ranged from creating chronologies of opera films, tracing the lives of opera singers whose careers involved film in some capacity, analyzing surviving traces of musical accompaniment adapted from operas, or investigating the involvement of particular opera composers in the creation of early soundtracks.
In this article, I analyze an early encounter between the Italian opera and film industries and draw on a wealth of archival materials to uncover a lost narrative of the intersection between Italy's long-standing opera industry and its nascent film industry. Specifically, I examine Casa Ricordi's earliest cinematic collaboration, that with Film d'Arte Italiana in 1911. Focusing on the Ricordi company-which as the leading music publisher was a more significant player in the opera industry than any one composer or performer-reveals the intertwined economic and aesthetic concerns that were confronted in adapting an opera to the screen during the silent era. Not only did Ricordi's partnership with Film d'Arte Italiana lay the foundation for the publisher's future engagements with the film industry, it also fostered a positive attitude toward the new cinematic medium and its potential benefits for the advancement of Ricordi's own operatic ambitions. The collaboration resulted in a radically shortened adaptation of Giuseppe Verdi's Aida, roughly fifteen minutes long, one version of which still survives in various archival copies. 7 The 1911 Aida is one of comparatively few Italian silent films to have survived, and the only extant filmic product of Casa Ricordi's collaborations under Tito Ricordi. Moreover, it is also the earliest known European filmic adaptation of Aida-though like most other Italian films of this era there is no specific information regarding its musical accompaniment. 8 The surviving footage and records of correspondence between Casa Ricordi and Film d'Arte Italiana testify to the overlap that occurred between the Italian opera and film industries regarding early opera adaptations. Collectively these documents shed light on the publisher's motivations in embarking on such experimental projects, as well as on the perceived benefits that they-and, by extension, the Italian opera industry-might have reaped from partnering with burgeoning film industry. Ultimately, the 1911 Aida provides an opportunity not only to consider the intermedial material product born of trans-industrial collaboration, but also to infer the guiding principles that shaped one of the earliest experimental combinations of opera and cinema at a time when the latter was as yet a comparatively new media technology.
Ricordi and the Italian Film Industry to 1911
By the time Ricordi first embarked on a film project, cinema was well over a decade old, having emerged in Paris in 1895 with the Lumière brothers' moving pictures. The timing of the publisher's first filmic partnership thus has less to do with cinema's mere existence than with the Ricordi company's managerial turnover, as well as the developments that cinema and its industry had already undergone. Giulio and Tito Ricordi's radically divergent attitudes toward the problems or possibilities cinema might present can in part be explained by a generational shift in attitudes. 9 A member of an older generation, Giulio Ricordi had been skeptical toward advancements in media technologies, and his decisions reflected a general assumption that the future of Italian opera depended primarily on the composition of new works rather than on the development of new media technologies such as sound recording or cinema. During his tenure as gerente, for example, Giulio Ricordi wielded copyright as a defensive tool to minimize, wherever possible, any cinematic exploitation or appropriation of the firm's operatic repertoire, whether through adapting operas to the screen or using excerpts as musical accompaniment. His mindset was beholden to the logic that had served his family's firm well throughout the nineteenth century. Tito Ricordi, in contrast, was an avid technophile, regularly demonstrating a keen interest in the opportunities that new technologies might afford. In February 1905, for example, he was invited by the Ricordi company's board of directors to give a presentation providing an overview of the questions raised by sound recording technologies and the current state of the company's related activities. Both in this meeting and later, Tito Ricordi encouraged the board to establish a new sound recording company, presumably intended to manufacture recordings of the firm's vast repertoire. Giulio Ricordi opposed this suggestion, however, and voiced his skepticism that profits from sound recordings would remain steady over the long term. 10 It was not until 1911-when, due to health reasons, Giulio Ricordi began to scale back his day-to-day involvement in the company-that Tito Ricordi had the freedom to start pursuing cinematic projects within the firm.
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Cinema itself had made substantial strides in the years prior to Casa Ricordi's first filmic collaboration, thus making partnerships with the nascent industry more appealing to the publisher than they would have been even a few years earlier. Around 1905, cinema had started to shift away from what film scholars Tom Gunning and André Gaudreault have termed its "exhibitionist" roots; instead of effect, spectacle, and technological novelty, it began emphasizing narrative-based content. 12 During the first decade of cinema's emergence, films were primarily perceived as quasi-scientific mechanical curiosities-and, hence, seemed to have comparatively little in common with operas. Attending early film screenings was often considered akin to attending circus acts, panoramas, amusement parks, and other such forms of entertainment, as early Italian newspaper reviews make clear. In 1896, a Neapolitan newspaper advertised the new medium's novelty in no uncertain terms: "This evening was the reopening of the Salone Margherita with a completely new program. It will feature the Cinematografo Lumière, the greatest novelty of the century. . . . In short, a most enticing spectacle. Eclair, observed that "Italy has thus become a most formidable competitor for us"-a particularly impressive statement given that French films practically dominated the international market.
18 By engaging with the burgeoning Italian film industry, therefore, Tito Ricordi wanted to maximize the company's involvement in the cross-fertilization of opera and cinema. If film companies were interested in opera, and if there was a demand for cinematic adaptations, then he wanted to be involved in the process, influencing, even controlling, artistic quality. He wanted to ensure that Casa Ricordi-and, by extension, the whole opera industry-would benefit from such experimental combinations. The deal that I proposed to you . . . is principally based on an agreement with the gentlemen of Pathé Frères, such as that made by the company "Le Films d'Art" of Paris; and as proof, I can guarantee that Mr. Charles Pathé will be part of the Italian company's Board of Directors. I include here three [sic] important documents: one is on Film d'Art, the other is the agreement between that company and Pathé, which will serve as the basis for the agreement with the Italian company and the outline of its articles of association, informing you that, for now, the founding capital would be 500,000 francs. Since I will probably accept the position of the company's artistic director . . . I would be happy to have you with me in this venture, which promises to be excellent and which, in any case, is very serious, and not a quagmire as you were led to believe.
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In all likelihood, the "Italian company" to which Tito Ricordi referred was Film d'Arte Italiana, given his knowledge of specific confidential information nearly a month before the company went public. He evidently sought to strengthen the ties between the budding art film company and the Italian operatic world by recruiting investors with operatic connections. A member of an aristocratic Milanese family, Duke Uberto Visconti di Modrone was on La Scala's board of directors, as was one of his brothers, Count Giuseppe Visconti di Modrone, who along with his wife, Carla Erba, was also a shareholder in the Ricordi company. Tito Ricordi presumably thought the new art film company would be of interest to those already investing in the arts in other capacities.
Matters shifted by the time Film d'Arte Italiana was officially founded, and Tito Ricordi did not become the artistic director. Why he never assumed the post remains a mystery. It may be that Giulio Ricordi effectively forbade his son from accepting the position, believing his responsibilities and loyalties should lie with the family company. Or perhaps Film d'Arte Italiana's leadership wished to have an artistic director who could devote himself to the enterprise full time. Indeed, the position was given to theatrical impresario Ugo Falena, who largely abandoned the theatrical world for the next decade and a half, becoming instead one of the era's most prolific film directors. [Film d'Arte Italiana] always employs the highest artistic standards in its choice of scenarios, both representing historical Italian events clearly, expressively, and concisely without altering them, and popularizing beautiful and poetic works by universal authors who answer to the names of Dante, Shakespeare, Schiller, Goethe, Calderon de la Barca, etc. When one recalls that, while many companies need long years of experimentation not only to make themselves known but also to be able to present the public a less than mediocre production, and that Film d'Arte Italiana, taking on the role in a few days without organization, could give two such exceptional films as Otello and La signora dalle camelie to the cinematographic market, one cannot deny that the company's fate is truly guided by willing hands and that its production will only improve.
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Thus, by 1911, Film d'Arte Italiana had a solid reputation and a demonstrated interest in producing films on operatic subjects, factors that likely contributed to Tito Ricordi's willingness to partner with them. The surviving records of written correspondence between Ricordi and Film d'Arte Italiana for the adaptation of Aida are somewhat sparse in comparison to Ricordi's later filmic collaborations: no official contract survives, for example, and letters indicate that many of the negotiations took place in person. The majority of the letters dispatched from Ricordi's main office to Film d'Arte Italiana were sent between July and November 1911. Tito Ricordi had already met with film company representatives and begun negotiations sometime before July 20, although who initiated such discussions is unclear. Letters indicate that Film d'Arte Italiana made payments to the Ricordi company, but precise record of the total amount that exchanged hands has not survived. 26 On the whole, the correspondence deals almost exclusively with issues of copyright, which arose frequently in relation to matters pertaining to Verdi's operas due to the number of entities that shared control over some portion of the copyright and royalties. 29 From Ricordi's perspective, Aida had a strong record of popularity and had been counted among "the works of the repertory," which Giulio Ricordi had previously not permitted to be used as filmic accompaniment. 30 Yet its popularity had waned somewhat toward the end of the nineteenth century, and Tito Ricordi may have hoped that a cinematic adaptation would boost public interest in the opera. While Aida had been a fairly regular feature at both La Scala and La Fenice-two of Italy's foremost opera houses-for the first fifteen years after its premiere in 1871, the opera was then absent from both houses for nearly two decades. Nevertheless, a few years before the negotiations between Ricordi and Film d'Arte Italiana, interest in the opera seemingly took an upward turn: it was brought back to La Scala in the 1904-05 and 1906-07 seasons and La Fenice in the 1908-09 season. 31 Broader interest in ancient Egypt at the beginning of the twentieth century may also have contributed to Aida's rising popularity, continuing the late nineteenthcentury European vogue for exotic subjects in which the opera itself had originally participated. This renewed interest was fueled in part by the recovery and exhibition of artifacts from recent archaeological expeditions and excavations. Italian Egyptologist Ernesto Schiaparelli had made two significant archeological discoveries in the first decade of the twentieth century: the tomb of Queen Nefertari in Deir elMedina in the Valley of the Queens in 1904 and the tomb of the royal architect Kha in 1906.
32 Both were found intact and subsequently displayed in the Museo Egizio di Torino, where Schiaparelli also served as director and which under his guidance became one of the largest Egyptian museums in the world. Furthermore, Aida was a popular subject for sound recordings. For example, Pathé itself-which in addition to distributing films also produced sound recordings-had released at least three different cylinder recordings of selections from Aida around 1902, including "Celeste Aida," "O patria mia," and "Ciel! mio padre!"
33 Aida was also one of the first operas to be reproduced in significant portion via sound recording. Zonophone had recorded a significant portion of the opera in Milan between 1906 and 1907, featuring La Scala Orchestra and Chorus under the baton of Carlo Sabajno. The final product was an impressive collection of fifteen 10-inch and eight 12-inch single-sided 78 rpm discs, which would total over an hour of music. 34 In addition, Enrico Caruso famously made at least six recordings of "Celeste Aida" between 1902 and 1911. For the Ricordi company, Italian interest in Aida around 1911 was presumably strong enough that it was unlikely to be negatively affected by the existence of a cinematic version. At the same time, a filmic version might contribute to the public's reinvigorated interest in an opera that was nearly four decades old. A film would offer audiences the opportunity to see Verdi's famous Egyptian drama brought to cinematic life, and would offer the Ricordi company access to a potential and primed new market for circulating the opera. Ricordi's willingness to entertain discussions about a cinematic version of Verdi's opera, therefore, seems to have been carefully calculated.
Aida on Screen
In light of the sparse evidence of aesthetic decisions in the surviving correspondence between Ricordi and Film d'Arte Italiana, the rationale behind the choices made in adapting Aida to the screen can only be deduced by examining the film itself. Even without surviving records of its accompaniment, the existence of this film allows us to investigate how an opera's dramatic, textual, and musical content would have been adapted for the comparatively new-and far more inherently visualcinematic medium during the silent era.
Given the necessity of condensing a nearly three-hour opera into a roughly fifteen-minute film, alterations were inevitable. The original Italian advertisement, which was released by Film d'Arte Italiana's parent company Pathé, provides a succinct overview of the film's abbreviated dramatic development:
The king of Egypt is at war with Amonasro, king of Ethiopia. Radamès, leader of the Egyptian soldiers, returns victorious from the war, leading king Amonasro and his daughter Aida as prisoners. Welcomed with military honors, he obtains from the Pharaoh the hand of his daughter, Amneris. But Radamès thinks only of Aida, and, to escape from Amneris' wrath, accepts the young [Ethiopian] woman's proposal to take refuge with her at her father's court. Amneris, however, who was spying on them, catches them in conversation and traps them, accusing them of treason. Radamès is condemned to being buried alive in an underground cell; he contemptuously rejects Amneris' attempts to save him. And Aida secretly precedes him into the funerary tomb, deciding to die with him.
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While this summary attests to the considerably condensed plot, the surviving filmic artifact-a German version adapted from the Italian original and restored by the Nederlands Filmmuseum-contains a number of intrascenic cuts, evidenced by a sudden jump in the space of a single frame. Consequently, the extant version differs from the original Italian release not only by featuring translated German intertitles but also by reducing the film's original length of 395 meters to 322.8. 36 The absence of the original Italian version further complicates the analysis of the 1911 Aida because it is nearly impossible to determine from the available version of the film alone how much was removed with each cut. It is also unclear when these cuts were made or whether they were intentional or the result of lost or damaged footage. Nevertheless, in comparing the extant footage to the original advertisement, no entire scenes appear to have been lost, and the surviving artifact provides a rare opportunity to consider the ways in which Verdi's opera was adapted for the screen. The extant version of the film contains thirteen distinct camera shots (or scenes), each of which is shot stationary from a fixed vantage point, and eight interspersed intertitles. As was typical practice for Film d'Arte Italiana, Aida's frames were handcolored. 37 The dramatic structure is outlined in the following table, with scenes indicated by numbers and intertitles by letters, and scenes with observable intrascenic cuts by asterisks. 38 (See Table 1 .)
As the table indicates, though presenting a pared-down version of the original operatic plot, the majority of the film scenes have a clear parallel in Verdi's opera. However, two curiously stand out as having been added. As I shall argue, these scenes in particular reveal the underlying logic motivating the choices made in adapting Aida to the screen, focusing the viewers' attention on interpersonal relationships between Aida, Radamès, and Amneris rather than developing other themes or narratives present in the opera.
The first added scene is at the film's opening, and it features a clandestine meeting between Aida and Radamès. (In the opera the first time the two are alone together is in act 3.) In this scene, the contrast between Radamès and Aida is immediately apparent (Fig. 1) . Radamès, dressed in a long tunic with ornate match for a high-ranking Egyptian soldier. Indeed, her own appearance presents a stark contrast to that of Radamès: her darkened skin, her long, plain dress tied with a sash at her waist, her long, dark hair barely pinned away from her face in a simple manner, and no apparent ornament save for a small bracelet on her right arm. In a mere nine seconds, this newly inserted scene establishes the lovers' relationship and their individual characterizations, including distinctions of class and race as well as the secret and forbidden nature of their unlikely love-features otherwise established at greater length in act 1, scene 1. These few moments contain much of the dramatic impetus behind Radamès's reflection on his love for Aida ("Se quel guerrier io fossi! . . . Celeste Aida") and Aida's conflicting emotions as she is torn between love for Radamès and love for her father and country ("Ritorna vincitor!"). Thus while technically presenting new narrative material, the film also replicates details relayed elsewhere in the opera. It conveys these, however, exclusively through appearance and gestures rather through textual or musical characterizations.
The other newly inserted scene depicts Amneris's futile attempts to seduce Radamès. In this scene-lasting nearly two and a half minutes-Amneris's intentions are made quite clear: Radamès and the Pharaoh escort Amneris to her bedroom, and they are accompanied by various priests, guards, and female servants, including Aida. 39 Amneris cuts a regal figure, bedecked with ornate bracelets, necklace, gilded belt, and ceremonial crown-a stark contrast to Aida's costume (Fig. 2) . Reclining on the couch, Amneris calls Aida to take her crown. The Pharaoh then bids his daughter and Radamès farewell, and Amneris dismisses everyone but Radamès. Now alone, Amneris makes repeated flirtatious overtures to Radamès-caressing him, touching her hair, gesturing toward the bed-but is constantly rejected. Infuriated, she dismisses him in frustration and departs. This scene between Radamès and Amneris functionally parallels the earlier scene between Aida and Radamès in that it explains the other segment of the love triangle, visually explicating the subtext while also charging the drama with a layer of eroticism. Amneris's perhaps exaggerated behavior explicitly conveys her amorous overtures and provides justification for her later indictment of Radamès, while in the opera Amneris expresses her intentions alone and less conspicuously in "Chi mai fra gli inni e i plausi" at the opening of act 2. Though digressing somewhat from the opera's plot, these newly added scenes do communicate key dramatic information. They compress and reorganize the significant content from much of the opera's first two acts and rewrite it in a more condensed and visually apparent manner, without relying on extensive monologues of personal reflection. This is unsurprising, given the lack of fixed accompaniment, the difficulty of expressing lengthy monologues in silent film, and the need to condense extended statements into exceedingly short, emotionally charged intertitles. The added scenes thus foster a plot development in which the characters' internal drama takes center-stage, while minimizing the centrality of the political, religious, and societal issues with which the opera engages. The film's emphasis on the love triangle and its elimination of various narrative themes might imply that the adaptation downplayed the opera's visual aesthetic as an orientalist spectacle of exotic dances, elaborate processions, and ancient religious ceremonies. However, examining the film's treatment of the opera's most visually iconic scenes-the triumphal march in act 2, scene 2, and the famous split-stage act 4 finale-reveals unmistakable connections to the opera's disposizione scenica or original production book. Verdi created this document along with Giulio Ricordi for the opera's European premiere, and in it provided detailed descriptions for the opera's staging, including scenery and blocking. 40 Indeed, despite some minor changes, the striking commonalities indicate that the disposizione scenica may have been used in the creation of the filmic adaptation, suggesting that Ricordi may have sent Film d'Arte Italiana a copy of the staging manual, or that Tito Ricordi may have gone over a copy with the company's representatives. Over the next few years, the firm would regularly offer disposizioni sceniche as well as costume and set designs for film companies to use in adapting operas to the screen; it is accordingly possible that this practice had its roots in the collaboration with Film d'Arte Italiana. Casa Ricordi may thus have contributed to this project more than the limited records of their written correspondence indicate. According to both the libretto and the disposizione scenica, Radamès's triumphant return from the military conflict between Egypt and Ethiopia in act 2, scene 2, is set outside one of the entrances to the city of Thebes, featuring a triumphal arch, the Temple of Ammon, and a throne with a purple canopy (Fig. 3) . The disposizione scenica specifies further details: the triumphal arch is formed by a pair of large columns at the back of the stage; on the right is a raised semi-circular platform with a purple and gold canopy and an immense fringed purple carpet; 41 palaces and the Temple of Ammon flank the stage; a bandstand is located downstage on the left. The painted backdrop represents distant pyramids and an avenue of sphinxes, as well as a group of palm trees. In the film, the space is laid out similarly, with a wall and a prominent gate at the back, flanked by two imposing, square-shaped pillars decorated with hieroglyphs (Fig. 4) . On the right-hand side of the frame, surrounded by his retinue and with Amneris on his right, the Pharaoh is seated on a throne on a raised dais beneath a gold-embroidered purple canopy, and a rich fringed purple carpet is unfurled before him. From the structural elements to the color details, the filmic scenery thus adheres closely to the prescriptions of the disposizione scenica. A few differences in the scenery are nonetheless apparent. In lieu of the painted sphinxes in the backdrop, two waist-height statues of sphinxes flank the throne. The trees in the background and the manicured grassy areas are distinctly European, and could hardly be mistaken for the intended Egyptian setting with its sand, palms trees, pyramids, and sphinxes. The absence of particular scenic details may have been due to the opportunity the filmic medium presented to use actual outdoor settings rather than painted imitations. Indeed, in some ways the outdoor setting gave the film an advantage over the stage in terms of the realism of the scenery (the gentle wind, the natural lighting, the absence of two-dimensional scrims or painted backdrops), but it also included its own set of limitations. The film thus plays to the strengths as well as the constraints of the medium.
Parallels with the disposizione scenica also extend to the procession's blocking. Although an intrascenic cut occurs in the middle of the march and thus makes it difficult to compare its central portion extensively, the surviving footage nevertheless aligns with Verdi's original instructions. 42 In the film, six trombettieri-prominent both in leading the procession in the opera and in its orchestration-are at the head of the procession. Their costumes even resemble those depicted for the soldiers in the disposizione scenica: headdresses with two long flaps over the ears and a tunic with the draping top layer. In both film and disposizione scenica, those who have already processed in line up on the left-hand side of the stage or frame (Fig. 5) . Radamès is carried in at the end of the procession on a litter and brought before the Pharaoh's dais, following the same series of movements indicated in the disposizione scenica (although without another group of trombettieri): processing downstage through the gate and toward the audience before turning to their left to face the Pharaoh. After the procession has concluded, the disposizione scenica indicates that the principals-Aida, Radamès, Amneris, Amonasro, Ramfis, and the Pharaoh-come downstage and the priests, prisoners, and people form a semi-circular arch behind them. Shortly afterward, when Radamès requests that the Pharaoh free the prisoners ("O Re: pei sacri Numi"), they are arranged in almost identical figurations in both the film and the disposizione scenica: from left to right, Aida and Amonasro stand paired on the left, Radamès and the Pharaoh in the center, and Ramfis and Amneris on the right (though their positions in the film are reversed in order to bring Amneris forward and into greater prominence so that her reaction is clearly visible) (Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 ). Certain differences occur in the filmic procession, the most notable of which are that Aida accompanies her father in leading the procession of captives, and Amonasro, bedecked in elegant robes and a large turban, is no longer cast as an indefatigable and patriotic warrior, yet no attempt is made to disguise his prominent sociopolitical position as king of Ethiopia. By contrast, in the opera Amonasro follows the procession of captives, his royal identity disguised in order to carry out a plot against the Egyptians, and Aida, already enslaved as handmaiden to Amneris, stands with the other servants and is then publicly reunited with her father. Having Aida lead the procession with her father visually reinforces their familial relationship, especially since the opera's other interactions between father and daughtermost notably in act 3-are not included in the film. Additionally, in minimizing Amonasro's role and suppressing its militaristic overtones, the filmic adaptation focuses on defining the members of the love triangle through their emotional responses and interpersonal relationships rather than their political leanings. In so doing, the film thus not only provides a closer visual perspective of the characters than is possible on the stage but also emphasizes the interiority of the drama while minimizing any exterior motivating factors. Overall, the streamlined narrative worked well for the cinematic medium due to the affordances offered by the actors' proximity to the camera for conveying the principal characters' emotional drama.
Given the similarities between film and disposizione scenica for the triumphal march scene, one might expect the famous split stage of the end of act 4 to also be re-created on the screen. However, the filmic medium offered new possibilities for representing the opera's dramatic conclusion. The production book specifies that the stage be divided into two planes, featuring Radamès and Aida entombed in a vault beneath while Amneris mourns in the Temple of Vulcan above, a space previously seen in act 1, scene 2 (Fig. 8) . However, the film does not present two separate spaces simultaneously but rather alternates between the two spaces: one outside the entryway to the tomb (scenes 7, 9, 11, and 12) and the other inside the vault (scenes 8, 10, and 13). The scene outside the vault is set in a temple lit with natural lightsimilar to the prescriptions in the disposizione scenica for the upper portion of the stage. In the background there is room at the top of a small series of steps, featuring a corniced pillar. A prominent doorway is on the left-hand side of the frame, and the door is a heavy stone slab that takes many men to open or close (Fig. 9) . In scene 12, in which Amneris tries desperately to reopen the door but fails, the camera is focused more particularly on the door, which features stylized palmette paintings and ankhs. The intervening scenes-as well as the final scene-are all set in the vault itself, which serves not only as Radamès's (and Aida's) tomb but also as the space in which Ramfis deliberates his sentence (Fig. 10) . The setting features a dark, windowless stone room with an altar on the far left-hand side of the frame, a stone stool on the right-hand side, and the darkened entryway at the back left. The settings are thus tied to the prescriptions in the disposizione scenica, even if not simultaneously depicted on screen.
The decision to replace the split stage with a montage effect was likely motivated by the technical capabilities and limitations of the filmic medium. No other scene in the film is set at the distance that would have been required to capture a split stage such as that called for in the disposizione scenica; all action occurs significantly closer to the camera. Indeed, had a split stage been attempted, it likely would have been nearly impossible to see the nuances necessary to follow the narrative. Instead, by employing two separate scenes and alternating between them, the camera provides the opportunity to view the principal characters up close, and serves to guide the viewers' attention as well. The alternation between scenes functionally replaces what the split stage provides for the opera audience: the ability to go rapidly back and forth between two different spaces. For the opera audience, the music-and thus the ear-directs the attention, while for the film viewers, the camera-and thus the eye-takes on this role.
Similarly, the inclusion of scenes that originally took place offstage in the opera-such as Ramfis's deliberation and sentencing of Radamès or Aida's covert entrance into the tomb-was also likely prompted by the nature of filmic medium. Unlike the earlier inserted scenes portraying Aida and Radamès's clandestine meeting and Amneris's attempted seduction of Radamès, these events were in fact described in the opera as having taken place. For the film, keeping significant narrative events off-screen would have necessitated summarizing them in the intertitles, essentially relying on words in the context of a predominantly visual medium. Incorporating these details into scenes rather than only describing them via intertitles thus was more appropriate.
Turning finally to the question of potential accompaniment for the film, the majority of the scenes have clear dramatic precedent in the opera, which thus suggest natural choices for accompaniment. Unfortunately, the Ricordi company's records contain no evidence of what music was intended to accompany the film, nor are there any indications of the actual accompaniment once it was released. Indeed, it is difficult to find traces of Film d'Arte Italiana in the Italian trade journals and film magazines because there was a push to boycott the company's films due to the fact that, as a subsidiary of the French company Pathé, it was often seen as a threat to the Italian film industry rather than as a genuinely Italian film company. 43 Despite such a dearth of evidence, it is nevertheless likely that the film was made with the assumption that it would be accompanied by music from the opera. The use of musical accompaniment during film projections was fairly standard during that time, and in Italy filmic adaptations of operas would sometimes be advertised as being accompanied by the relative music. 44 The Neapolitan company Vesuvio Films, for example, advertised their 1911 adaptation of Norma as being performed "with Maestro Bellini's original music with respective scores," further highlighting that the music was "adapted to the development of the action." 45 Indeed, as Marco Targa has discussed, Pathé produced a special score to accompany the American release of Film d'Arte Italiana's Il trovatore in 1910. 46 There is no indication, however, that the same was done for Aida. Given Aida's resurgent popularity, a variety of accompanimental options were available. Perhaps the most likely candidates would have been printed editions such as fantasies or arrangements from Aida, or pianists might have improvised their own accompaniment based on particular melodies from the opera. The Turin-based publisher Gustavo Gori, for example, sold two separate volumes of potpourris based on Aida, which were regularly advertised in La vita cinematografica along with a variety of other excerpts and arrangements. 47 Alternatively, recordings-including the discs produced by Pathé, Zonophone, and Caruso, as mentioned above-could have been used. Indeed, the catalyst for the Ricordi company's earliest documented discussion of cinema in 1906 was the use of a recording of La traviata to accompany a film. Overall, evidence from the surviving footage indicates that Film d'Arte Italiana's 1911 adaptation of Aida was tied to Verdi's opera on both visual and dramatic levels, and many of the alterations accommodated the cinematic format-both in terms of its constraints as well as the opportunities it afforded. The choice of scenes and presentation of the narrative seems to have been dictated by a desire to balance representing the key dramatic moments in the plot with emphasizing the opera's spectacular visual elements via the realism and proximity that the camera made possible. The similarities between film and disposizione scenica suggest that opera staging practices significantly influenced the ways in which operas were adapted to the screen during the silent era. For repertoire operas at the turn of the twentieth century, the visual traditions engrained in staging practices at that time were therefore considered integral to the opera's identity. The overarching goal seems to have been to reproduce the opera visually within the abbreviated time frame, but without having to rely on or attempt true synchronization between the film and any musical accompaniment. Thus, while Film d'Arte Italiana's adaptation of Aida may have been a functional vehicle for the performance of Verdi's music, there is little to no documentation that Casa Ricordi (or even Film d'Arte Italiana) had any significant control over the accompaniment. In a reversal of traditional practices of operatic performance, the visual elements-scenery, costumes, blocking, and so forthwere fixed, while the music was variable from screening to screening.
Ricordi and Opera on the Silent Screen
The adaptation of Aida with Film d'Arte Italiana was a learning experience for Casa Ricordi, and it undoubtedly helped catalyze the publisher's complete policy shift regarding cinema, as outlined in my two opening quotations. After this first foray into working with the film industry, the music publisher sought to have increasing control over and involvement in both negotiations and production both during and after the remainder of Tito Ricordi's years of direction. Two practices in particular shifted in the publisher's future partnerships: first, Ricordi relied more significantly on written correspondence with film companies, particularly when it came to contracts and legal agreements; second, Ricordi addressed music in every negotiation process with film companies in an effort both to ensure the firm's involvement in aesthetic and artistic decisions and to maintain control over the ways in which the Casa Ricordi's operatic repertoire would be used to accompany filmic adaptations of operas. Ultimately, as both the written correspondence and the surviving footage of the 1911 Aida demonstrate, Tito Ricordi's interactions with Film d'Arte Italiana helped the company develop a rudimentary road map for how to proceed in terms of productive engagement with film companies.
The company's projects in the ensuing three years suggest that Tito Ricordi did not see the combination of opera and cinema as inherently degrading, or as threatening the prospects of his firm. He even took a personal interest in such ventures and was often directly involved. As the publisher stated in relation to another Aida film project, just a few months before World War I broke out:
The prohibition [on modifying or cutting completed operas] was imposed on us by the Great Maestro [Verdi] for those elevated reasons of art and of aesthetics that always guided him in the creation of his operas; however, in the current case we maintain that an exception can be made from such rigorous artistic principles without deviating from the highest intentions wished by the author. We propose to adapt the music and action to the exigencies of the cinematic scenes [. . .] to a limited extent, but always in a manner such that one has a nearly perfect artistic reproduction, in terms of both the scene and the music. The work of adaptation would be carried out under the direction of our Sig. Comm. Tito Ricordi.
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By maintaining control over the ways in which their operatic repertoire was adapted to the screen, not only in terms of the music but also the visual presentation, the Ricordi company believed that they could manage the artistic quality of the final product, ensuring a sufficient level of perfection for cinematic adaptations as they did for traditional stagings. Neither music nor visuals would be artistically compromised. So certain were they in their ability to guarantee artistically "perfect" cinematic adaptations that they were willing to go against Verdi's express wishesshared by other composers as well-to prohibit any modifications or cuts in performances of his works.
Going forward, the Ricordi company's rationale seems to have been that, through partnering with their firm, film companies would be able to produce works of greater artistic quality, which would be bolstered even further by being released under the auspices and authority of Italy's foremost music publisher. Ricordi, in turn, would not only receive a percentage of the royalties, but would also maintain a degree of control over how their repertoire was used and, hopefully, would promote the adapted works to a broader public.
Thus, while the 1911 Aida demonstrates the impact that opera and its industry undoubtedly had on cinema, it also challenges any fleeting assumptions that the emergence of cinema was of little importance to the operatic world during the early twentieth century. As evidenced by the broader history behind this one early filmic adaptation of an opera, members of the Italian opera industry were not unaffected by the new medium. Casa Ricordi in particular had stakes in the film industry's interest in operatic repertoire from very early on. Broadly speaking, the Ricordi company's first cinematic collaboration raises questions about early twentieth-century perceptions of opera and the significance of its constituent elements-particularly those aspects other than the music. When it came to adapting an opera to the screen, Tito Ricordi was remarkably open to making adjustments and alterationsconcessions that would have been unthinkable if requested by an opera house and were even specifically prohibited by Verdi. Although Casa Ricordi still considered music a key element of filmic adaptations during the silent period, as their later 22. "L'affare che t'ho proposto [. . .] è principalmente basato sul fatto di un'intesa piena, intiera coi Sigg. Pathé Frères, cos ı come ha fatto la Societ a 'Le Films d'Art' a Parigi; e a riprova di ci o ti posso garantire che il Sig. Charles Pathé far a parte del Consiglio di Amministrazione della Societ a Italiana. Ti unisco tre documenti importanti, uno sulla 'Film d'Art,' l'altro la convenzione tra questa e la Casa Pathé di Parigi che servir a di base alla convenzione colla Societ a Italiana e lo schema dello Statuto di questa, avvertendoti che per ora il Capitale sarebbe di 500.000 franchi. Siccome assai facilmente accetter o di essere il Direttore artistico di questa Societ a [. . .] cos ı sarei ben lieto di averti con me anche in questo affare che si annuncia come ottimo e che, in ogni modo, è una cosa molto seria, e non gi a un'imbrogliatura come t'avevano lasciato supporre." Letter from Tito Ricordi to Uberto Visconti di Modrone, dated 10 February 1909 24. As noted later, Marco Targa has written on the score that Pathé produced for the American release of this adaptation of Il trovatore, for which the film has not survived. Marco Targa 25. "[. . .] sempre ispirata a criteri di severit a artistica nella scelta dei suoi scenari, sia rappresentando con pochi segni chiari ed espressivi avvenimenti storici italiani senza alterarli, sia volgarizzando opere di bellezza e di poesia, di scrittori universali che rispondono al nome di Dante, Shakespeare, Schiller, Goethe, Calderon de la Barca, ecc. Quando si rifletta che mentre molte Case hanno bisogno di lunghi anni di esperimento, non solo per affermarsi, ma per poter presentare al pubblico una produzione men che mediocre, e che la Film d'Arte Italiana, improvvisandosi in pochi giorni, senza organizzazione, seppe dare al commercio cinematografico due films eccezzionali, come Otello e la Signora dalle Camelie, non è possibile disconoscere che le sorti della Societ a siano veramente affidate a mani volonterose e che la produzione di essa debba fatalmente sempre migliorare." Anon., "'La Film d'Arte Italiana' di Roma," Il Cinema- Teatro, 19 maggio 1912: 6. 26. Two short notes were sent in 1915 regarding outstanding payments owed to the Ricordi company for just under 500 Lire, whichaccording to statistics provided by the Istituto nazionale di statistica, standard yearly exchange rates published by the Internal Revenue Service, and Consumer Price Index inflation rates-would be roughly equal to $2,500 in 2016. I-Mr, Copialettere 1914-15, vol. 14, no. 332, letter 27. Verdi had left these rights to the French music publisher Léon Escudier, and the rights had subsequently passed to Alphonse Leduc, who purchased the firm upon Escudier's death in 1882. Ricordi explained this in greater detail to Film d'Arte Italiana in another letter, quoting the original declaration by Tito I Ricordi, Giulio's father, from February 1872. I-Mr, Copialettere
